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1. INTRODUCTION
Phrase-Based Statistical Machine Translation (PBSMT) systems translate source sen-
tences by solving a complex search problem. For computational reasons, search usually
only considers a well-defined approximation of the complete translation space, as com-
puting exactly the best achievable translation is known to be NP-hard, even under
simplifying assumptions regarding the scoring function [Knight 1999]. In many de-
coders, an approximation of this search space can be represented either as a n-best
list containing the n top-scoring hypotheses, or as a phrase or word graph (a lattice)
which compactly encodes those hypotheses that have survived search space pruning.
Lattices usually contain orders of magnitude more hypotheses than n-best lists and
thus constitute much better approximations of the search space.
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Exploring the PBSMT search space or some approximation of it, is one of the few
means to perform diagnostic analysis and to better understand the behavior of the
system [Turchi et al. 2008; Auli et al. 2009]. It is, for instance, often the case that
the actual reference (human) translation of the source sentence does not occur in the
search space. There can be many reasons for this undesirable state of affairs: the scant-
iness of the translation model, the insufficient expressiveness of the reordering model,
the use of inadequate scoring functions, or an excessive amount of pruning in search. It
can also be because the reference is not literal enough. Differentiating between these
cases and understanding the exact causes of failure can help improve existing trans-
lation systems.

Useful diagnoses can be obtained by looking at oracle hypotheses, which are hy-
potheses that have the highest quality score in the search space. Oracle hypotheses
can be used to analyze cases of failure and to better understand the bottlenecks of ex-
isting translation systems [Wisniewski and Yvon 2013; Turchi et al. 2012; Wisniewski
et al. 2010]. Oracle decoding has several other applications: for instance, as in [Liang
et al. 2006; Chiang et al. 2008], it can used as a work-around to the problem of non-
reachability of the reference in discriminative training of SMT systems, notwithstand-
ing the warnings of [Chiang 2012], which discuss the risks of always updating towards
the best BLEU oracle. Lattice reranking [Li and Khudanpur 2009], a promising way
to improve MT systems, also relies on oracle decoding to build the training data for a
reranking algorithm.

For sentence-level evaluation metrics, finding oracle hypotheses in n-best lists is a
simple issue; however, solving this problem on lattices proves more challenging, as the
large number of embedded hypotheses prevents the use of brute-force approaches. The
problem is even more difficult when quality is measured with BLEU [Papineni et al.
2002], as is most commonly done in MT evaluation. This is because BLEU is a corpus-
level metric which does not decompose over sentences. In fact, even for sentence-level
approximations, the oracle decoding problem is known to be NP-hard [Leusch et al.
2008].

In this paper, we propose two original methods for efficiently finding approximate
oracle hypotheses on lattices, originally introduced in a conference paper [Sokolov
et al. 2012]. The first method is based on a linear approximation of the corpus BLEU
which was originally designed for efficient Minimum Bayesian Risk decoding on lat-
tices [Tromble et al. 2008]. The second one, based on Integer Linear Programming
techniques, is an extension to lattices of a recent work on failure analysis for phrase-
based decoders [Wisniewski et al. 2010; Wisniewski and Yvon 2013]. In this frame-
work, two decoding strategies are considered: one relies on a generic ILP solver, and
the other is based on dual Lagrangian relaxation techniques, thus dispensing with the
use of an ILP solver.

Our contribution is also experimental: we empirically compare the quality of these
oracles with several existing approaches, for three language pairs and using the lattice
generation capacities of two publicly available, state-of-the-art phrase-based decoders:
Moses [Koehn et al. 2007] and N-code [Crego et al. 2011]. Additionally, we investigate
in detail the structure of the PBSMT search spaces with respect to the distribution
of oracles inside them and show that they contain many oracle hypotheses of good
quality. We also used oracle decoding to try to understand some of the current PBSMT
limitations by analyzing the discriminative power of standard features of a PBSMT
system and by studying the impact of several of its parameters.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formally define the
oracle decoding task, before recalling the formalism of finite-state automata on semir-
ings, which is used to describe several algorithms. We then describe in Section 3 two
existing approaches for solving this task, before detailing our new proposals in Sec-
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tion 4 and Section 5. We then report, in Section 6, evaluations of the existing and new
oracles on different language pairs and explain, in Section 7, how oracle decoding can
be applied to identify various causes of error in large-scale PBSMT systems.

2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Phrase-based Machine Translation
In a nutshell, Phrase-Based Statistical Machine Translation (PBSMT) systems com-
pute the target translation e of a source sentence f by freely recombining, through
concatenation, small translation units called ‘phrases’.1 These phrases are the product
of a complex set of processes, starting with word-to-word alignment, and culminating
with a phrase-scoring procedure, which assigns various numerical confidence scores to
the extracted phrases (see e.g. [Koehn 2010] for a complete description).

Inference (decoding) in PBSMT systems relies on the modeling of p(e, a|f), the proba-
bility of obtaining an alignment a of the target e given the source sentence f. This prob-
ability is usually parameterized as a linear model, p(e, a|f) = Z(f)−1 exp(β · h(e, a, f)),
where h(e, a, f) is a numerical vector of feature functions representing various proper-
ties of f, of e and of their alignment a, and β is a parameter vector. For such a model,
the MAP decision rule selects ẽf as:

ẽf(β) = argmax
a,e∈E

p(a, e|f) = argmax
a,e∈E

β · h(e, a, f) (1)

where E is the set of reachable translations/alignments. Each component βi of β reg-
ulates the influence of feature hi(e, a, f). A crucial property of h(e, a, f) should be that
its components can be decomposed (through summation) over the scores of the indi-
vidual phrases that are used in the alignment of e and f. This property is required
to obtain a compact representation of the decoder search space, which can then be
explored efficiently. This is notably the case of translation models scores, which are
directly derived from the scores of the individual phrases; this is also the case of the
target language model score, as well as of various functions evaluating the plausibility
of phrase reorderings in translation.

The optimal value for β is computed so as to optimize the system overall performance
on a suitable training set consisting of pairs of source and target sentences, a procedure
referred to as Minimum Error Rate Training (MERT) [Och 2003]. We will come back
to MERT in Section 7.3; for the rest of the discussion, it suffices to assume that the
system has been properly trained and that the optimal parameters β have been found.

2.2. Oracle Decoding
We now assume that a phrase-based decoder is able to produce, for each sentence f in
a source language, a lattice Lf = 〈Q,Ξ〉, with # {Q} vertices (states) and # {Ξ} edges.
Each edge carries a source phrase fi, an associated translation in the target language
ei, as well as the (local) feature vector hi, which encodes local compatibility scores for
the phrase pair made of fi and ei.

We further assume that Lf is a word lattice, meaning that each fi and ei comprises
at most a single word2 and that Lf contains a unique initial state qI and a unique
final state qF . Let Πf denote the set of all paths from qI to qF in Lf. Each path π ∈ Πf
corresponds to a possible translation eπ obtained through the alignment defined by
the transition labels. For this representation, the job of a (conventional) decoder is to
find the best path(s) in Lf according to Equation (1): π∗

decoder = argmaxπ∈Πf
β ·

∑
i∈π hi.

1Even though they rarely correspond to a syntactically defined notion of a phrase.
2Converting a phrase lattice to a word lattice is a simple matter of redistributing a compound input or
output over a linear chain of arcs.
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Fig. 1. Toy example of a lattice for the source French sentence ‘Vénus est la jumelle infernale de la Terre’.
The path in bold corresponds to the translation hypothesis ‘Venus – the infernal twin of the Earth’. Here the
standard notation for the non-consuming, matching-all symbol (ε) is used [Mohri 2009].

In oracle decoding, the decoder’s job is quite different: the goal is to find the best
hypothesis (according to some MT metric) that the system could have generated, in-
dependently of the actual model score: this is typically performed by searching Lf for
candidates that are close to some ideal translation, obtained from human experts. In
MT, the quality of a hypothesis is evaluated by the similarity between a reference and
the hypothesis, computed, for instance, using the BLEU score [Papineni et al. 2002].
BLEU is formally defined for two parallel corpora, E = {ej}Jj=1 and R = {rj}Jj=1, each
containing J sentences as:

BLEU(E ,R) = BP ·
( n∏

m=1

pm

)1/n

(2)

BP = min(1, e1−c1(R)/c1(E)) (3)

where cm(E) is the total number of word m-grams in E , cm(E ,R) accumulates over
sentences the number of m-grams in ej that also belong to rj and pm = cm(E ,R)/cm(E)
denotes clipped (or modified) m-gram precision. The counts cm(E ,R) need to be clipped
at the sentence level, so as to ensure that an m-gram occurring k times in a translation
hypothesis in E and l times in the corresponding reference in R, with k > l, will only
be counted l times. The BLEU score performs a trade-off between precision, directly
taken into account in Equation (2), and recall, indirectly introduced by the brevity
penalty BP, which penalizes candidates that would be too short. Equation (2) is usually
computed with n = 4 and we use BLEU as a synonym for 4-BLEU.

BLEU is only well defined for a pair of corpora because of the non-decomposability
of the score defined in Equation (2): BLEU is computed as a geometric mean of aggre-
gated corpus-level statistics that cannot be expressed as a combination of individual
sentence-level scores. As a result, oracle decoding, which computes oracle hypothe-
ses at the sentence-level, needs to rely on approximations to BLEU that can evaluate
the similarity between a single hypothesis and its reference. This approximation in-
troduces a discrepancy in the model, since gathering sentences with the highest (local)
approximation may not result in the highest possible (corpus-level) BLEU score [Watan-
abe 2012]. In the following, we will use S-BLEU to denote a sentence-level approxima-
tion to BLEU.

With the notations introduced in this section, lattice oracle decoding can be defined
as the task of finding, for a given source sentence f, an optimal path π∗(f) among all
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paths in Πf and amounts to solving the following optimization problem:

π∗(f) = argmax
π∈Πf

S-BLEU(eπ, rf). (4)

2.3. The Trade-Offs of Oracle Decoding

Table I. Comparison of oracle decoders; † denotes novel oracles introduced in this work

oracle objective surrogate objective search clipping brevity

LM-2g 2-BLEU P2(e; r) (Eq. 7) exact no no
LM-4g 4-BLEU P4(e; r) (Eq. 7) exact no no

PB 4-BLEU partial log BLEU (Eq. 9) appr. no no
PB` 4-BLEU partial log BLEU (Eq. 9) appr. no yes

LB-2g† 2-BLEU linear approx. (Eq. 12) exact no yes
LB-4g† 4-BLEU linear approx. (Eq. 12) exact no yes

SP† 2-BLEU 1/2-gram counts (Eq. 22) exact no yes
ILP† 2-BLEU 1/2-gram counts (Eq. 22) exact yes yes
RLX† 2-BLEU 1/2-gram counts (Eq. 23) exact yes yes

As proven in [Leusch et al. 2008], even with brevity penalty dropped, the problem
of deciding whether a confusion network3 contains a hypothesis with clipped unigram
and bigram precisions all equal to 1.0 is NP-complete [Karp 1972]. Therefore, the as-
sociated optimization problem of oracle decoding for any sentence-level approximation
to 2-BLEU has the same complexity. The case of more general word and phrase lat-
tices and of the S-BLEU score is consequently also NP-complete. This complexity result
stems from the chaining up of local bigram decisions that, due to the clipping con-
straints, have non-local effects on the precision scores. It is consequently necessary to
keep a possibly exponential number of non-recombinable hypotheses (characterized by
counts for each n-gram in the reference) during the search.

These NP-hardness results imply that any oracle decoder has to waive either the
form of the objective function, replacing S-BLEU with better-behaved scoring functions,
or the exactness of the solution, relying on approximate heuristic search algorithms. In
Table I, we summarize different trade-offs that the existing (Section 3), as well as our
novel (Sections 4 and 5) oracle decoders, have to make. The ‘objective’ column specifies
the targeted score.4 None of the decoders is actually able to optimize this objective
and rather considers an approximation of it, given in the ‘surrogate objective’ column.
Column ‘search’ details the accuracy of the target replacement optimization. Finally,
columns ‘clipping’ and ‘brevity’ indicate whether the corresponding properties of the
BLEU score are considered in the target surrogate and in the search algorithm.

2.4. Finite-State Acceptors
The implementations of the oracles described in the first part of this work (Sections 3
and 4) use the formalism of finite-state acceptors (FSA) over various semirings. This
section quickly reviews the notation necessary to reformulate oracle decoding using
this formalism. This greatly simplifies the description of different approaches to oracle
computation and, finally, allows us to solve Equation (4) with a generic algorithm.

Recall that a (⊕,⊗)-semiring K over a set K is a system 〈K,⊕,⊗, 0̄, 1̄〉, where 〈K,⊕, 0̄〉
is an algebraic structure with commutative and associative operation ⊕ and identity

3A confusion network is a simple form of word graph, introduced in [Mangu et al. 2000].
4[Song et al. 2013] studies the quality of several sentence-level BLEU approximations, including the ones
used in this work, with respect to both their correlation with human scores and their impact on training.
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element 0̄, meaning that a ⊕ (b ⊕ c) = (a ⊕ b) ⊕ c, a ⊕ b = b ⊕ a and a ⊕ 0̄ = 0̄ ⊕ a = a.
Additionally, the structure 〈K,⊗, 1̄〉 has commutative and associative operation ⊗ and
identity element 1̄. Furthermore, ⊗ distributes over ⊕ so that a⊗(b⊕c) = (a⊗b)⊕(a⊗c)
and (b⊕ c)⊗ a = (b⊗ a)⊕ (c⊗ a) and element 0̄ annihilates K (a⊗ 0̄ = 0̄⊗ a = 0̄).

For a finite set of states Q, let A = (Σ, Q, I, F,E) be a weighted finite-state acceptor
over an alphabet Σ with weights in K, meaning that transitions in A carry both a
symbol in Σ and a weight in K. Formally, the transition weighting function E is a
mapping from (Q × Σ × Q) into K; likewise, initial I and final weight F functions are
mappings from Q into K.

We borrow here the notations of [Mohri 2009]: an edge ξ from origin state p(ξ) = q
to destination state n(ξ) = q′ carrying label w(ξ) = σ and weight k = E(q, σ, q′) will be
denoted ξ = (q, σ/k, q′). These notations extend to paths: if π is a path in A, p(π) (resp.
n(π)) is its initial (resp. ending) state, w(π) is the sequence of labels accumulated along
the path and E(π) is the total weight.

A finite-state transducer (FST) is an FSA with an additional output alphabet Σ′, so
that each transition carries a pair of input/output symbols from, respectively, Σ and
Σ′. As for FSA arcs, we use notation (q, σ :σ′/k, q′) for an arc connecting states q and q′,
mapping symbol σ ∈ Σ to symbol σ′ ∈ Σ′ and carrying weight k.

In our setting, an FSA Af is derived from a word lattice Lf as follows. We already
assumed that Lf has a single start and end states, denoted respectively qI and qF and
each arc in Lf is labeled with a target word e. Weights are specific to each oracle and
will be defined in their respective description. The total weight of a path π = ξ1 . . . ξl
in Af is computed as:

E(π) =I(p(ξ1))⊗
[ l⊗
i=1

E(ξi)
]
⊗ F (n(ξl)). (5)

The total weight of a path corresponds to the complete translation hypothesis read
along π as w(π) = w(ξ1)...w(ξl). The total weight of all the translation hypotheses in
lattice Lf is thus

E(Af) =
⊕

π∈Π(Af)

E(π). (6)

As discussed in Sections 3 and 4, several oracle decoding algorithms can be expressed
as shortest distance problems, provided a suitable definition of the underlying acceptor
and associated semiring. In particular, quantities such as (6) can be efficiently found by
generic shortest distance algorithms over acyclic graphs [Mohri 2002]. In the following,
for our FSA-based implementations of oracle decoders, we reduce the optimization
problem (4) to Equation (6), with the operation ⊕ replaced with max or min (depending
on implementation) and the oracle-specific details incorporated into the definition of
the operation ⊗.

3. EXISTING ALGORITHMS
Several approximate search algorithms have been proposed in the literature so as
to work around the complexity of the exact oracle BLEU decoding problem defined
in Equation (2). As mentioned above, these decoders rely on inexact search algorithms
and have to disregard many hypotheses in order to avoid a potential exponential explo-
sion, and/or to consider an approximation of the objective function. They will be used
as baselines in our experiments.

It should be noted that, in addition to their approximate nature, these decoders do
not take into account the fact that the n-gram precisions have to be clipped (as opposed
to the novel methods that will be introduced in Section 5).
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3.1. Language Model Oracle (LM)
The simplest approach considered in this paper builds on suggestions of [Li and Khu-
danpur 2009] and [Crego et al. 2010], that reduce oracle decoding to the problem of
finding the most likely hypothesis under a trivial n-gram language model trained with
just one sentence: the reference translation.

An n-gram language model factorizes the probability P (e) of a sentence as a product
of terms P (ei|ei−1...e1), where word ei is further assumed to depend only on the n− 1
previous words: P (ei|ei−1...e1) = P (ei|ei−1...ei−n+1). The probability of a complete sen-
tence e of length |e| is given by:

Pn(e) =
|e|−n+1∏

i=0

P (ei+n−1|ei+n−2...ei) . (7)

An n-gram language model can conveniently be represented as an FSA denoted ALM ,
with each arc carrying a negative log-probability weight and with additional ρ-type
failure transitions for back-off arcs [Allauzen et al. 2004].

A specific language model ALM (rf) is then estimated for each source sentence f us-
ing the reference rf as sole training material. Oracle decoding amounts to finding a
shortest (most probable) path in the weighted FSA resulting from the composition
Lf ◦ALM (rf) over the (min,+)-semiring:

π∗
LM (f) = ShortestPath(min,+)(Lf ◦ALM (rf)). (8)

This approach replaces the optimization of n-BLEU with a search for the most likely
path under a simplistic language model. One may expect the most probable path to
match long k-grams from the reference, thus delivering high n-BLEU solutions.

Note that this simple-minded approach ignores the brevity penalty, contrarily to the
proposal of [Li and Khudanpur 2009], which includes an approximation BP during the
search. The impact of this shortcut will be assessed in Section 6.2.

3.2. Partial BLEU Oracle (PB)
Another approach is introduced in [Dreyer et al. 2007]: oracle translations are shortest
paths in a lattice Lf, in which the weight of each path π is an approximation to the
sentence-level log S-BLEU(π) score of the corresponding (complete or partial) hypothe-
sis constructed so far:

log S-BLEU(π) =
1

4

4∑
m=1

log pm. (9)

Here, the brevity penalty is ignored and m-gram precisions are offset for all sizes of
m-grams to avoid null counts [Lin and Och 2004]:

pm =
cm(eπ, r) + 0.1

cm(eπ) + 0.1
(10)

This approach can be readily re-implemented using the formalism of FSA by defining
a suitable semiring. Let each weight x of the semiring keep a set of tuples accumu-
lated up to the lattice state in the lattice. Each tuple contains: the partial hypothesis,
h, the three most recent words of the hypothesis, w, the hypothesis length `, the vec-
tor of n-gram counts c̄, and b, the partial sentence-level log S-BLEU(h) score defined
in Equation (9).

Each arc in Lf is initialized with a singleton set containing one tuple with a single
word as the partial hypothesis. For the semiring operations, we define one common
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⊗-operation and two versions of the ⊕-operation, that take two argument weights x1

and x2:

— x1 ⊗PB x2 – appends the unique5 word in the single tuple of x2 to each tuple in x1,
accordingly updating their recent history w and hypothesis h, n-gram count vector c̄,
length `, and partial score b;

— x1 ⊕PB x2 – takes the union of the sets in x1 and x2: whenever two tuples have the
same recent history (w1 = w2), only the one having the highest partial score is kept.

— x1 ⊕PB` x2 – takes the union of the sets in x1 and x2: whenever two tuples have the
same recent history (w1 = w2) and the same hypothesis length (`1 = `2), only the
one having the highest partial score is kept. This variant is introduced so as to make
the competition between hypotheses more fair, as shortest hypotheses tend to have a
better precision.

The optimal path is then found by running a generic shortest distance algorithm
over either of the semirings defined above:

π∗
PB/PB`(f) = ShortestPath(⊕{PB/PB`},⊗PB)(L). (11)

The (⊕PB`,⊗PB)-semiring, in which the equal length requirement also implies equal
brevity penalties, is more conservative in recombining competing hypotheses and,
seemingly, should achieve final a S-BLEU that is least as good as that obtained with the
(⊕PB ,⊗PB)-semiring. However, in practice, it does not necessarily yield better scores,
because of the n-gram clipping in the definition of BLEU, that is ignored by this ora-
cle. This observation was confirmed experimentally, and we found that the seemingly
more accurate version of ⊕ eventually produced poorer hypotheses (see experiments in
Section 6).

4. LINEAR BLEU ORACLE (LB)
In this section, we propose a new oracle based on a linear approximation of the
sentence-level contributions to the corpus BLEU. This approximation was originally
introduced in [Tromble et al. 2008] for the purpose of Minimum Bayes Risk decod-
ing in lattices [Tromble et al. 2008; Allauzen et al. 2010; Blackwood et al. 2010]. We
show here that it can be modified to approximately compute a BLEU-optimal oracle
translation.

The authors of [Tromble et al. 2008] propose to approximate the contribution of an
isolated translated sentence to the corpus-level BLEU score by computing a first order
expansion of the change of the log BLEU score incurred by removing the sentence from
the corpus. They show that the increment in log BLEU implied by a single sentence can
be written as a linear function of the (modified) n-gram precisions:

lin BLEU(π) = θ0 |eπ|+
4∑

n=1

θn
∑
u∈Σn

cu(eπ)δu(r), (12)

where θ0 . . . θ4 are parameters of the method, cu(e) is the number of times the n-gram u
appears in e, and δu(r) is an indicator variable testing the presence of u in r: it is equal
to 1 if the n-gram u appears in r, and to 0 otherwise. This approximation basically
expresses the contribution of each n-gram match to the final score as a fixed reward θn.

To exploit this approximation for oracle decoding, we use the (min,+) semiring and
construct four weighted automata ∆n containing a (final) state for each possible (n −

5The right-hand argument x2 of ⊗ always contains a single word because of the possibility to use the topo-
logical order during shortest path search, which implies that x2 always corresponds to the weight found on
a single edge.
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Fig. 2. Examples of the ∆n automata for Σ = {0, 1} and n = 1 . . . 3. Initial and final states are marked,
respectively, with bold and with double borders. Arcs connecting final states will carry a null weight only
when the corresponding n-gram does not appear in the reference and a unit weight otherwise. Transitions
to and from auxiliary states carry a null weight.

1)-gram, and all weighted transitions of the kind:

(σn−1
1 , σn/θnδσn

1
(r), σn

2 ), (13)

where σ are labels in Σ, and the input σn−1
1 and output σn

2 states correspond to label
sequences that are respectively the maximal proper prefix and suffix of the n-gram σn

1 .
We also add auxiliary states corresponding to k-grams (k < n − 1), the purpose of

which is to help reach one of the main (n − 1)-gram states; all these transitions carry
a null weight. There are |Σ|n−1−1

|Σ|−1 such supplementary states and their transitions are
formally defined as:

(σk
1 , σk+1/0, σ

k+1
1 ), k = 1 . . . n− 2.

The single initial state is connected to the auxiliary states with transitions

(q0, σk/0, σ
k
1 ), k = 1 . . . n− 2.

Apart from these auxiliary states, the initial state and the omitted output n-grams σn
1 ,

the rest of the graph (i.e. all final states) reproduces the structure of the well-known
de Bruijn graph B(Σ, n) (see Figure 2).

To actually compute the best oracle hypothesis, we first weight all arcs in the input
FSA Af with θ0 to produce the weighted FSA ∆0. Weighting makes each word’s weight
equal in a hypothesis path and the total weight of any path in ∆0 is proportional to the
number of words it contains. Then, by sequentially composing6∆0 with ∆i, i = 1 . . . n,
we will increase the reward for paths which match longer n-grams in the reference.

Finally, with all operations performed in the (min,+)-semiring, the oracle transla-
tion is readily computed as:

π∗
LB = ShortestPath(min,+)(∆0 ◦∆1 ◦∆2 ◦∆3 ◦∆4). (14)

6We implicitly identify here FSAs with FSTs having identical input and output symbols; composition is then
licit since all these transducers share the same alphabet.
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Parameters θn are set as in [Tromble et al. 2008]:

θ0 = 1 (15)
θn = −(4p · rn−1)−1 (16)

where p and r are average values of, respectively, the corpus unigram precision and
common n-gram and (n − 1)-gram ratio. The values of θn are increasing rewards for
matching n-grams; the constant value of θ0 roughly accounts for the brevity penalty
(each word in a hypothesis contributes equally to the final path score).

5. ORACLES WITH N -GRAM CLIPPING
In this section, we describe two novel oracle decoders that are able to take n-gram clip-
ping into account. These oracles leverage the well-known fact that shortest distance
problems, which lie at the heart of all the oracles described so far, can be straightfor-
wardly reduced to Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problems [Wolsey 1998]. Once
oracle decoding is formulated as an ILP problem, it is relatively easy to introduce ad-
ditional constraints, for instance to enforce n-gram clipping.

We will first introduce the optimization problem describing oracle decoding, then
present several ways to solve it in an efficient manner.

5.1. Problem Description

Recall that Q denotes set of states in the lattice, and Ξ = (ξi)
#{Ξ}
i=1 denotes its set of

edges. Abusing the notations, we will also think of an edge ξi as a binary variable
describing whether the edge is ‘selected’ or not. The set {0, 1}#{Ξ} of all possible edge
assignments will be denoted P. Note that Π, the set of all paths in the lattice is a
subset of P: each assignment satisfying a set of path constraints corresponds to a path
in the lattice.

As described in Section 2, we assume that each edge ξi generates a single word w(ξi)
and focus first on the simple following problem: given a lattice Lf, find the optimal
hypothesis with respect to a new sentence-level approximation to the 1-BLEU score
defined in the following paragraph.

The S1-BLEU score, with brevity penalty omitted, amounts to the unigram precision
and can be made arc-decomposable by defining, for every edge ξi, an associated reward
θi that measures the edge local contribution to the hypothesis score. For instance, for
the sentence-level approximation to the 1-BLEU score, rewards are defined as:

θi =

{
Θ1 if w(ξi) is in the reference,
−Θ2 otherwise,

(17)

where Θ1 and Θ2 are positive constants chosen to maximize the corpus BLEU score.7
Θ1 (resp. Θ2) is a reward (resp. a penalty) for generating a word in the reference (resp.
not in the reference). The score of an assignment ξ ∈ P is then defined as:

score(ξ) =
#{Ξ}∑
i=1

ξi · θi. (18)

This score defines a new approximation to BLEU at the sentence level that can be
understood as a trade-off between the number of common words in the hypothesis and
the reference (accounting for recall) and the number of words of the hypothesis that do
not appear in the reference (accounting for precision).

7We tried several combinations of Θ1 and Θ2 and kept the one that had the highest corpus 4-BLEU score.
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As explained in Section 2.4, finding the oracle hypothesis amounts to solving the
shortest distance problem of Equation (6), which can be reformulated as the following
constrained optimization problem [Wolsey 1998]:

argmax
ξ∈P

#{Ξ}∑
i=1

ξi · θi

subject to
∑

ξ∈Ξ−(qF )

ξ = 1,

∑
ξ∈Ξ+(q0)

ξ = 1

∑
ξ∈Ξ+(q)

ξ −
∑

ξ∈Ξ−(q)

ξ = 0, ∀q ∈ Q \ {qI , qF },

(19)

where qI (resp. qF ) is the initial (resp. final) state in the lattice and Ξ−(q) (resp. Ξ+(q))
denotes the set of incoming (resp. outgoing) edges of state q. These path constraints
ensure that the solution of the problem corresponds to a valid path in the lattice: the
assignment of binary indicator variables must have only a single transition from the
initial state, a single transition to the final state, and all other non-initial/non-final
states must have one incoming and one outgoing transitions.

The optimization problem in Equation (19) can be further extended to take clipping
into account. Let us introduce, for each word w, a variable γw counting the number of
times w appears in the hypothesis, clipped to the number of times cw(r) it appears in
the reference r. Formally, γw is defined by:

γw = min

cw(r),
∑

ξ∈Ω(w)

ξ

 , (20)

where Ω(w) is the subset of edges generating w and
∑

ξ∈Ω(w) ξ is the number of occur-
rences of w in the solution. Using the γ variables, it is possible to define a sentence-level
‘clipped’ approximation to 1-BLEU:

Θ1 ·
∑
w∈Σ

γw −Θ2 ·

#{Ξ}∑
i=1

ξi −
∑
w

γw

 . (21)

Indeed, the clipped number of words in the hypothesis that appear in the reference
is given by

∑
w γw, and

∑#{Ξ}
i=1 ξi −

∑
w γw corresponds to the number of words in the

hypothesis that do not appear in the reference or that are surplus to the clipped count.
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Putting it all together, the lattice oracle with clipped 1-gram precisions is defined by
the following optimization problem:

argmax
ξ∈P,γw

(Θ1 +Θ2) ·
∑
w

γw −Θ2 ·
#{Ξ}∑
i=1

ξi

subject to γw ≥ 0,

γw ≤ cw(r),

γw ≤
∑

ξ∈Ω(w)

ξ

∑
ξ∈Ξ−(qF )

ξ = 1

∑
ξ∈Ξ+(q0)

ξ = 1

∑
ξ∈Ξ+(q)

ξ −
∑

ξ∈Ξ−(q)

ξ = 0, q ∈ Q \ {q0, qF }

(22)

where the first three sets of constraints derive from the linearization of the definition of
γw, made possible by the positivity of Θ1 and Θ2, and the last three sets of constraints
are the path constraints.

It is straightforward to generalize this optimization problem to higher-order n-gram
lattices, in which each edge is labeled by the n-gram it generates. Such n-gram FSA
can be produced by composing the word lattice with de Bruijn graphs introduced in
Section 4.8 In this case, the reward of an edge will be defined as a combination of
the (clipped) number of m-gram matches for m = 1 . . . n and solving the optimization
problem yields a n-BLEU optimal hypothesis. The approach can be further generalized
to other metrics as long as the reward of an edge can be computed locally, without
considering any additional information.

The constrained optimization problem (22) introduced in the previous section can be
solved efficiently using off-the-shelf ILP solvers.

5.2. Shortest Path Oracle (SP)
As a trivial special case of the above formulation, we also define a Shortest Path Oracle
(SP) that solves the optimization problem in (19). As no clipping constraints apply, it
can be solved efficiently using the standard Bellman-Ford algorithm.

5.3. Oracle Decoding through Lagrangian Relaxation (RLX)
In this section, we introduce yet another method to solve problem (22) without having
recourse to any external ILP solver. Following [Rush et al. 2010; Chang and Collins
2011], we propose an original method for oracle decoding based on Lagrangian Relax-
ation. This method takes advantage of the structure of the optimization problem to ef-
ficiently compute an optimal solution. It relies on the idea of relaxing — ‘forgetting’ —
some of the clipping constraints in the optimization problem of the ILP oracle decoder:
starting from an unconstrained problem, count clipping is enforced by incrementally
strengthening the weight of those paths that satisfy the constraints, and accordingly
downweighting the weight of paths that do not.

8More precisely, a ‘transducer’ version of these graphs, where arcs read (input) words, and write (output)
n-grams σn

1 .
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The oracle decoding problem with clipping constraints amounts to solving:

argmin
ξ∈Π

−
#{Ξ}∑
i=1

ξi · θi

subject to
∑

ξ∈Ω(w)

ξ ≤ cw(r), w ∈ r
(23)

where, by abusing the notations, r also denotes the set of words in the reference. For
the sake of clarity, path constraints are incorporated into the domain, and the argmin
runs over Π and no longer over P. To solve this optimization problem, we consider its
dual form and use Lagrangian Relaxation to deal with clipping constraints.

Let λ = {λw}w∈r denote the positive Lagrange multipliers, one for each different
word type in the reference, then the Lagrangian of problem (23) is expressed as:

L(λ, ξ) = −
#{Ξ}∑
i=1

ξi · θi +
∑
w∈r

λw ·

 ∑
ξ∈Ω(w)

ξ − cw(r)

 , (24)

The dual objective is then:
L(λ) = min

ξ
L(λ, ξ) (25)

and the dual problem is:
max
λ�0

L(λ). (26)

To solve the dual problem, we first need to work out the dual objective:

ξ∗ = argmin
ξ∈Π

−
#{Ξ}∑
i=1

ξi · θi +
∑
w∈r

λw · (
∑

ξ∈Ω(w)

ξ − cw(r))

 (27)

= argmin
ξ∈Π

#{Ξ}∑
i=1

ξi ·
(
λw(ξi) − θi

)
, (28)

where we assume that λw(ξi) is 0 when the word w(ξi) is not in the reference. The role
of λw in these equations will be to reduce the reward of arcs labeled by words whose
count exceeds what is found in the reference. In the same way as in Section 5.2, the
solution of this problem can be efficiently computed by a shortest path algorithm.

It is possible to solve the dual problem and optimize L(λ) by taking advantage of
the fact that it is a concave function. In this work, we chose to use a simple gradient
descent to solve the dual problem. A subgradient of the dual objective is:

∂L(λ)
∂λw

=
∑

ξ∈Ω(w)∩ξ∗

ξ − cw(r). (29)

Each component of the gradient corresponds to the difference between the number of
times word w appears in the hypothesis and the number of times it appears in the
reference. It can finally be shown [Chang and Collins 2011] that, upon convergence,
the clipping constraints will be enforced in the optimal solution.

Algorithm 1 summarizes the optimization problem defined by Equation (23). In the
algorithm, α(t) corresponds to the step size at the tth iteration. In our experiments, we
used α(t) = 1

t . Compared to the usual gradient descent algorithm, there is an addi-
tional projection step of λ on the positive orthant, which enforces the constraint λ � 0.
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ALGORITHM 1: Optimization cycle for problem Equation (23)

∀w, λ
(0)
w ← 0

for t = 1→ T do
ξ∗(t) = argminξ

∑
i ξi ·

(
λw(ξi) − θi

)
if all clipping constraints are enforced then

optimal solution found
else

for w ∈ r do
nw ← n. of occurrences of w in ξ∗(t)

λ
(t)
w ← λ

(t)
w + α(t) · (nw − cw(r))

λ
(t)
w ← max(0, λ

(t)
w )

5.4. Summary
The previous section explained how, by reformulating the shortest path problem as
an ILP problem, additional constraints such as clipping constraints can be considered,
resulting in a new kind of oracles. In the end, the five oracles described in this work
can be classified into two families.

A first family is made of the ILP and RLX oracle and considers oracle decoding as
an ILP problem. They both consider, as an approximation to the BLEU score a simple
linear combination of n-gram counts and add a penalty for non-matching words.

The LM (Section 3.1), PB (Section 3.2), LB (Section 4) and SP (Section 5.2) oracles
are part of a second family: they all rely on shortest distance algorithms and differ
only in the way they approximate the BLEU score at the sentence-level. The SP oracle
relies on the same approximation as the ILP and RLX oracle allowing us to compare
the different approximation; the LB oracle is using a similar approximation although
it parameterizes it differently. The PB oracle considers the well-known sentence-level
approximation to BLEU introduced by [Lin and Och 2004], usually used in PBSMT
training. This approximation is adding pseudocounts to the computation of the n-gram
precision in order to avoid null counts. Eventually, the LM oracle approximates the
BLEU score at the sentence-level by the probability of a language model.

All the oracles of this family are very close in terms of both their search methods and
their objective function. We will see in the next section how close their actual empirical
performances are.

6. EVALUATING ORACLE DECODERS
In this section, we describe the experiments that have been conducted to evaluate the
performance of the different oracle decoders presented above. We first describe our ex-
perimental setup in Section 6.1, then report the performance of the oracle decoding
both at the corpus level (Section 6.2) and at the sentence level (Section 6.3) before,
finally, evaluating globally the quality of the other hypotheses in the word lattice (Sec-
tion 6.4).

6.1. Experimental Setup
Experiments were run in parallel on a server with 64G of RAM and 2 Xeon CPUs
with 4 cores at 2.3 GHz. Lattices were generated by two state-of-the-art decoders,
Moses [Koehn et al. 2007] and N-code [Crego et al. 2011]. Both systems implement a
phrase-based approach to SMT, but differ in two important aspects: (a) the translation
model of Moses is a unigram model of phrase-pairs of arbitrary length (up to a fixed
limit); N-code uses a bilingual n-gram model of shorter phrase-pairs; (b) the reordering
model of Moses explores all possible permutations in a fixed-size window, whereas
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Fig. 3. Performance of the LB-4g oracle for different combinations of parameters p and r for the German to
English task.

N-code only considers a much smaller set of precomputed permutations. A consequence
is that the search space of N-code tends to be much smaller than that of Moses.

Experiments were run for 3 language pairs (French to English, German to English
and English to German). Systems were trained on the data provided for the WMT’11
Evaluation task [Callison-Burch et al. 2011], tuned on the WMT’09 test data and eval-
uated on the WMT’10 official test. A detailed description of the system training proce-
dures is given in [Allauzen et al. 2011]. Because of their size, Moses lattices could not
be directly handled by some of our oracle decoders and were therefore generated with a
non-default value of the pruning parameter: the beam threshold pruning parameter,9
was set to 0.5 to generate the lattices used in our oracle finding experiments, which,
for the French to English task, amounts to dropping out 95% of the edges of the lat-
tices considered during decoding. Because of the way they are built, N-code lattices are
much smaller and all results were obtained with no additional pruning of the lattices.
In these experimental conditions, the number of edges is similar in Moses and N-code
lattices. Note, that decoding and n-best list generation for baseline results were still
run with the default value of the beam threshold parameter. Impact of lattice pruning
is evaluated in Section 7.2.

For computational reasons, we have only optimized 2-BLEU in our experiments with
ILP and RLX oracles. To make a fair comparison, we have included 2-BLEU versions
of the LB and LM oracles, identified below with the ‘-2g’ suffix. The two versions of
the PB oracle are respectively denoted as PB and PB`, depending on the type of the
⊕-operation they consider (see Section 3.2).

Our implementation of the ILP oracle decoder uses Gurobi [Gurobi Optimization
2010], a commercial ILP solver which offers free academic licenses; we consistently
used the OpenFST toolkit [Allauzen et al. 2007] to implement all other oracles, except
for the RLX oracle, which does not use any third-party software.

6.1.1. Hyper-parameter Selection. All oracle decoders are optimizing sentence-level ap-
proximations to the BLEU score that depend on various hyper-parameters. The quality
of the results proved to be very sensitive to the choice of these hyper-parameters. For
instance, Figure 3 shows the brute force evaluation of LB oracle for each value of p
and r (see Equation (16)) for the German to English task: for the considered range of
values for p and r, BLEU scores vary from about 22 to almost 36.

9In Moses, this threshold is controlled by the -b parameter
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In all our experiments, these hyper-parameters were chosen by grid-search so as
to maximize the corpus level BLEU score for N-code lattices. For the LM oracle de-
coder, we optimized the value of the smoothing parameter µ used to correct the n-gram
counts (an identical value was used for all n-gram orders, and for both types of lat-
tices. The ILP and RLX oracles use the same hyper-parameters Θ1 and Θ2, optimized
by cross-validation with the ILP oracle. The PB and PB` oracles do not have hyper-
parameters and do not require any specific tuning.

Table II summarizes the values of the hyper-parameters used in the experi-
ments. Surprisingly enough, for the SP oracle, best performances were systematically
achieved when the reward for generating a unigram was 0 and the penalty for gener-
ating words not in the reference is always pretty low, suggesting that the BLEU score
is more sensitive to precision than to recall. Another unexpected observation is that
the values of the hyper-parameters for distinct language pairs are quite different.

Table II. Values of the hyper-parameters used in our experiments

Oracle French → English English → German German → English

LB-4g p = 0.250, r = 0.150 p = 0.175, r = 0.575 p = 0.350, r = 0.425
LB-2g p = 0.300, r = 0.150 p = 0.300, r = 0.175 p = 0.575, r = 0.100
LM-4g µ = 0.005 µ = 0.006 µ = 0.004
LM-2g µ = 0.001 µ = 0.001 µ = 0.001

SP Θ0 = −1,Θ1 = 0,Θ2 = 10 Θ0 = −1,Θ1 = 0,Θ2 = 6 Θ0 = −2,Θ1 = 0,Θ2 = 6
ILP Θ0 = −2,Θ1 = 6,Θ2 = 10 Θ0 = −1,Θ1 = 2,Θ2 = 4 Θ0 = −2,Θ1 = 2,Θ2 = 10

6.2. Corpus-Level Evaluation
Performance, in terms of translation quality, of the oracles introduced in Sections 3
through 5 are evaluated by the BLEU score. Table III presents the BLEU scores achieved
by the different oracles for two decoders and the three translation directions we are
considering. For the sake of comparison, the scores achieved by the two decoders, as
well as the n-best oracle scores are included in the table.

The results in Table III clearly show that the search space of state-of-the-art PB-
SMT decoders contains very good hypotheses: whatever strategy is used, the BLEU
score achieved by oracle decoder is as least twice as large as the score of current sys-
tems. This observation suggests that the scoring and feature functions used by de-
coders to select their translation hypothesis in the search space is a major weakness of
existing PBSMT systems. This conclusion is in line with the findings of several other
works [Auli et al. 2009; Wisniewski et al. 2010; Turchi et al. 2012]. Section 7 looks
deeper into these issues and will discuss reasons for this failure. It also appears that
the oracles found in lattices are much better than the oracles found in the n-best list.
Such a conclusion is quite expected, given the number of hypotheses represented in a
lattice, which is orders of magnitude larger than that of a n-best list. A more detailed
comparison between lattice and n-best oracles is presented in Section 6.4.2. It also ap-
pears that, while Moses and N-code achieve similar performance, their oracle scores
are quite different. As shown in Section 7.2 this performance difference stems from the
fact that Moses’s lattices are more heavily pruned.

All oracles, except for LM-oracles, achieve comparable performance: their results
are always within one or two BLEU points. These results have many practical implica-
tions. First, it means that optimizing the 2-BLEU score will achieve the same results
as optimizing 4-BLEU at a much smaller computational cost as the lattices consid-
ered are smaller. For instance, for the French to English lattices generated by N-code,
LB-4g takes 6.01 seconds to decode a single sentence, while LB-2g only takes 0.06
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Table III. BLEU score achieved by the different oracles presented in this work.

N-code Moses

fr → en de → en en → de fr → en de → en en → de

RLX 47.84 35.19 24.75 43.82 36.43 28.68
ILP 48.09 35.22 25.15 44.10 37.07 28.64
LB-4g 48.22 35.49 25.34 44.38 37.73 29.94
LB-2g 47.71 35.09 24.85 43.82 36.52 28.94
PB 46.76 34.85 24.78 43.42 36.75 28.76
PB` 46.47 34.76 24.73 43.20 36.62 28.65
SP 47.68 35.00 24.83 43.82 36.38 28.94
LM-4g 40.69 30.51 22.02 38.16 30.92 23.28
LM-2g 40.40 30.75 21.99 37.93 30.98 23.16

decoder 27.88 22.05 15.83 27.68 21.85 15.89
100-best
oracle

36.36 29.22 21.18 35.25 29.13 22.03

seconds.10 This result confirms the intuition that hypotheses sharing many 2-grams,
would likely have many common 3- and 4-grams as well. Second, taking clipping into
account (which, as a direct consequence, makes oracle-decoding NP-hard) produces
little to no improvement: in all conditions, the ILP oracle only slightly outperforms
the SP oracle, except for the English to German condition in which performance are
degraded when clipping is considered. Again, ignoring clipping constraints results in
faster and conceptually simpler oracles.

Our experiments show consistently inferior performance of the LM-oracle. A more
detailed analysis of the BLEU scores suggests that the LM oracle is outperformed by
other oracles for two reasons. First, they do not take the brevity penalty into account
and generate shorter sentences than other oracles. For instance, for the German to
English direction, the reference corpus contains 61, 343 words; the LM-2g oracle hy-
potheses only contain 57, 194 words, resulting in a brevity penalty value of 0.93. In
comparison, the LB-2g hypotheses contain 61, 341 words and incur no brevity penalty.
As can be easily verified, the value of BP alone is not enough to compensate the gap
between the performance of LM and other oracles. Indeed the LM’s n-gram precisions
are also worse than the ones of other oracles: for the German to English direction, the
1-gram precision is 60.4 for LM-2g oracle and 67.6 for the LB-2g oracle.

The PB and PB` oracles often performed comparably to our new oracles at the cost, in
the length-sensitive case, of a much larger decoding time. Nevertheless, BLEU scores
of both PB oracles are only marginally different, so the PB`’s conservative policy of
pruning and, consequently, much heavier memory consumption makes it an unwanted
choice. The ILP oracle decoder always managed to find an exact solution in a few sec-
onds, even if solving ILP problems is known to be NP-hard. Likewise, the RLX decoder
found a solution in which all clipping constraints are enforced in more than 95% of
the cases. All in all, the two ILP-based optimization methods introduced to solve the
oracle decoding problem with clipping constraints achieve similar performance, even
if the exact solutions found by the ILP oracle decoder are slightly better.

6.3. Sentence-Level Evaluation
As shown in the previous section, oracle hypotheses can achieve high corpus BLEU
scores. This global evaluation only tells us part of the story, and could, in principle,

10As various oracle decoders have been implemented in different programming languages and their imple-
mentations have not always been carefully optimized, a direct comparison of running times is not relevant.
Some information regarding running times is however given in [Sokolov et al. 2012].
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Fig. 4. Density estimation of the TER scores’ of oracle hypotheses found by the SP and LB-4g decoders in
the German to English lattices generated by N-code

correspond to several situations, depending on the distribution of the n-gram matches
that make up the corpus BLEU scores. Two extreme cases would, for instance, be that:
i) for all the test sentences, it is possible to find oracles of good quality or ii) some sen-
tences imply very good oracles, while for others only poor quality oracles are found. In
trying to distinguish between these two alternatives, we have conducted a sentence-
level evaluation using the TER metric [Snover et al. 2006]. In brief, the TER score is
a length-normalized extension of the standard edit distance, which gives a low cost to
block movements; TER scores are thus in the interval [0 . . . 1]; a TER of 0 means that
the oracle and the reference translation are identical. Figure 4 plots the distribution
of the TER scores of the oracle hypotheses obtained using the LB-4g and the SP oracle
decoders for the German to English translation direction using N-code lattices. Similar
distributions were observed for other language pairs and other oracle decoders.

As can be seen in Figure 4, only very few oracle hypotheses closely match their ref-
erences: the overwhelming majority of hypotheses still require a moderate number of
edit operations to be transformed into their reference and there is a tail of hypothe-
ses that are very different from the reference and have a TER score of 1.11 Table IV
shows example of such oracle hypotheses. It appears that these differences mainly re-
sult from non-literal and erroneous translations: as pointed out by [Wisniewski et al.
2010; Wisniewski and Yvon 2013], not all references can be produced by translating
the source sentence.

6.4. Oracle Diversity
Experiments reported above show that the word lattices contain at least one high qual-
ity hypothesis. However, they do not give any information about the quality of the other
hypotheses contained in the lattice. In this subsection, we describe two experiments
that aim at evaluating the ‘general’ quality of a lattice by first looking at the similarity
between the hypotheses found by the different oracle decoders and then by analyzing
the n-best lists found by the standard and the oracle decoders.

6.4.1. Similarity between Oracle Hypotheses. The various oracle decoders studied in this
work have shown to achieve comparable performance in term of BLEU scores. A natural
question raised by their comparison is the one of the similarity between the different

11Recall that TER score are clipped to 1 and that a TER score of 1 means that the number of operations is
larger than the number of words in the translation hypothesis.
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Table IV. Oracle hypotheses found by the LB-4g decoder in N-code lattices that are the most different
from the reference according to their TER score

source Wir liegen etwa um fünf Prozent besser als im Vorjahr.
À reference We’re up about 5 percent.

oracle We are about five percent better than last.

source So bleibt uns nichts Anderes übrig, als uns zu wehren.
Á reference So all we can do is defend ourselves.

oracle So there is nothing different other than us to defend ourselves.

source In unserem Angebot ist etwa die Hälfte der Plätze immer noch frei.
Â reference Half of our capacity is still available.

oracle Our offer is roughly half of the seats is still free.

source Dieser Raketentyp ermöglicht den Abschuss aus dem U-Boot.
Ã reference This type of rocket can be launched from a craft which is moving and even

submerged.
oracle This Raketentyp allows the rocket from the submarine.

Table V. Average TER scores between the hypotheses found by all possible pairs of oracle
decoders.

LM-2g LM-4g ILP LB-2g LB-4g PB PB` RLX SP
LM-2g — 0.01 0.35 0.36 0.36 0.37 0.37 0.35 0.16
LM-4g 0.01 — 0.35 0.36 0.36 0.37 0.37 0.35 0.16
ILP 0.40 0.40 — 0.14 0.16 0.21 0.22 0.12 0.34
LB-2g 0.41 0.41 0.14 — 0.09 0.18 0.19 0.15 0.34
LB-4g 0.41 0.41 0.16 0.09 — 0.14 0.16 0.17 0.34
PB 0.39 0.38 0.19 0.17 0.13 — 0.04 0.19 0.35
PB` 0.38 0.38 0.20 0.18 0.14 0.04 — 0.19 0.35
RLX 0.39 0.39 0.11 0.15 0.16 0.20 0.20 — 0.33
SP 0.19 0.19 0.33 0.34 0.34 0.37 0.37 0.34 —

oracle hypotheses, that will also, indirectly, give some information about the number
of ‘good’ hypotheses found in a lattice. The similarity between two oracle hypotheses
can be again estimated using the TER metric.

Table V thus reports the average TER score between the hypotheses found by all
possible pairs of oracle decoders in the German to English lattices generated by N-code.
It appears that the solutions of the best oracles are relatively close as their average TER
is pretty small. However, when considering under-performing oracles, the hypotheses
start to be very different and, even when the (average) TER is small, there are outliers
for which the TER score remains very high (i.e. a lot of operations are required to
transform the solution of one oracle into the solution of the other). When looking more
precisely at the operations used to compute the edit distance (and their frequency)
no clear trend is observed: the most frequent operations concern punctuations or stop
words and most edit operations are observed only once.

6.4.2. General Quality of the Lattices. The results of previous section suggest that all or-
acle hypotheses are very similar, which might indicate that the lattices contain only a
few good translations and that most of the other hypotheses are of worse quality. To
test this hypothesis, we propose to look at the evolution of the BLEU score in n-best
lists of both decoder hypotheses and oracle hypotheses to assess the scarcity of ora-
cle translations and to get an idea of the ‘general’ quality of lattices. All the results
reported in this section were obtained considering N-code lattices for the French to
English language pair and LB-4g oracle decoder.

Decoder n-best Lists. As pointed out in Section 6.2, the oracles found in lattices are
much better than oracles found in n-best list. A more detailed evaluation of the quality
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Fig. 5. n-best list oracle performances for N-code’s lattices with respect to the size of the n-best list.

of the hypotheses of a n-best list is represented in Figure 5 which plots, for different
n-best list sizes, the quality (corpus-BLEU) of the best hypothesis found in this n-best
list. It appears that even when considering 10, 000-best lists, the best hypothesis found
by the decoder is still outperformed by the oracle hypothesis by several BLEU points.
These observations show that the gap in quality between oracle and decoder hypothe-
ses is large and suggest that their feature representations are very different.

Oracle n-best Lists. Recall that all oracle decoding algorithms discussed in this pa-
per, except for the ILP and RLX oracles, can be formalized as shortest distance algo-
rithms for the appropriate semiring. The shortest distance algorithm can be extended
to search, at almost no additional computational burden, for a list of n-best shortest
paths [Mohri 2002]. This extension allows us to efficiently compute lists of n-best ora-
cle hypotheses.

To characterize the quality of this ‘oracle n-best list’, we have represented, in Fig-
ure 6, the evolution of the (corpus) BLEU score when considering, for each sentence, its
i-th best oracle hypothesis. It appears that most n-best oracle hypotheses are pretty
good: even when considering the 10,000th best oracle, the quality of the oracle hy-
potheses, as estimated by the corps BLEU score, is much higher than the quality of the
decoder hypotheses. Even if there is a sharp drop in oracle quality at the beginning
of the oracle n-best list, translation quality quickly stabilizes itself and the quality of
all first oracles 10,000 is within 30% of the quality of the best oracle. For instance, for
the French to English direction, the 100th oracle hypotheses is outperformed by the
1st oracle hypotheses by almost 3 BLEU point, but another drop of 1 BLEU point is not
achieved before going to the 500th oracle hypotheses.

A more precise evaluation of the quality of oracle n-best lists can be performed by
assessing the loss in quality as we move away from the optimal oracle translation. We
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Fig. 6. Corpus BLEU score achieved when considering the i-th best oracle hypothesis. Only lattices gener-
ated by N-code have been considered.
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Fig. 7. Evolution of relative scores of oracle hypotheses.
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propose three ways to estimate this loss:

avg-S-BLEUi =
1

# {F}
∑
f∈F

S-BLEU(hi)

S-BLEUoracle(f)
(30)

min-S-BLEU[0:i] = min
i

1

# {F}
∑
f∈F

S-BLEU(hi)

S-BLEUoracle(f)
(31)

avg-S-BLEU[0:i] =
1

i

i∑
j=0

1

# {F}
∑
f∈F

S-BLEU(hi)

S-BLEUoracle(f)
(32)

where F denotes the set of all source sentences, hi is the hypothesis of the lattice
with the i-th highest S-BLEU score, S-BLEUoracle(f) is the best BLEU score that can be
achieved for a sentence f. The first value (Equation (30)) directly assesses the degrada-
tion of quality as a function of the position i; the second one (Equation (31)) can be seen
as the minimum quality of oracles up to position i, while the last one (Equation (32))
describes the average quality of oracles up to position i.

As can be seen in Figure 7, the oracle translations enjoy only a slow degradation of
quality within the oracle n-best list. Even the worst oracle translations (lower curves)
in a 1,000-best list are within about 80% quality of the best oracle translation. If the
dependency continues to be almost linear for larger values of n, then the 50% drop
in quality (that approximately corresponds to the decoder’s performance) would occur
not earlier than for n = 106. Oracle translations therefore represent a very abundant
source of high quality12 translation examples.

7. FAILURE ANALYSIS
Oracle decoding can be used to identify and analyze the limits of existing SMT systems
by comparing the hypothesis generated by a system with the best hypothesis it could
have produced. Oracle decoders presented in this work have a main advantage with
respect to the ones introduced in previous work (e.g. in [Wisniewski et al. 2010]): as
they directly explore the decoder’s approximation of the true search space, they can
deliver the features associated to the best achievable hypotheses. This provides us a
way to directly compare the internal scores of oracle and decoder hypotheses, which
can help understand why the oracle hypothesis is not found by decoders. A detailed
comparison of the features of oracle and decoder hypotheses is presented in Section 7.1,
the impact of search space pruning is assessed in Section 7.2 and the evolution of oracle
score during MERT training is studied in Section 7.3.

All experiments were conducted on WMT’11 datasets, the decoders and language
pairs used will be mentioned as needed in each subsection.

7.1. How do Oracle Hypotheses Differ from 1-best?
In this section, we focus on the N-code decoder and the French to English language
pair. In order to compare features of oracle and decoder hypotheses, we represent in
Figure 8 the scatter plot of the feature values for different hypotheses: for a given
feature, each sentence is represented by a point (x, y): the abscissa x is the feature
value of the decoder hypothesis and its ordinate y is equal to the feature value of the
corresponding oracle hypothesis. Note that all values have been normalized by the
target sentence length, to make them comparable across different hypotheses. In or-
der to limit the impact of outliers, only the 90% of hypotheses closest to the origin

12At least when quality is measured by BLEU.
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Fig. 8. Comparison between model scores of the decoder and oracle hypotheses.

have been represented. For clarity reasons, only the scatter plots of the three follow-
ing features are shown: target language model, translation model and a lexicalized
reordering model [Crego and Yvon 2010]. Additionally, the scatter plot of the ‘global’
decoder score (i.e. the weighted average of the feature values used to score hypotheses)
is also represented.

The comparison between the scores of oracle and decoder hypotheses shows that
the score of a decoder hypothesis is always higher than the score of the corresponding
oracle hypothesis. This is graphically reflected by the scatter plot of the global score
being located under the main diagonal (y = x). This is expected, since no hypothesis in
the pruned search space can outscore the 1-best.

Figure 8 shows that the score of the language model is highly correlated in decoder
and oracle hypotheses, contrarily to the score of the distortion feature. The translation
model scores seems to be an intermediate case. More precisely, the Pearson correlation
coefficient between the language model score of the decoder and oracle hypotheses is
very high (r = 0.810), slightly lower for the translation model (r = 0.740) and much
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Table VI. Influence of the Moses distortion limit parameter on the oracle quality
(French → English)

distortion limit avg. number of arcs (×103) BLEU decoder BLEU oracle

0 (monotone) 85.5 26.26 51.88
1 (swap) 85.5 26.29 51.88

2 68.8 26.93 54.20
3 52.4 27.24 55.39
4 39.9 27.56 55.49
5 31.4 27.58 54.78

6 (default) 25.1 27.68 53.82
7 20.5 27.55 52.83
8 17.0 27.69 51.87
9 14.5 27.41 50.83

10 12.6 27.23 49.93
unlimited 8.1 25.08 42.83

smaller for the reordering model (r = 0.555). More importantly, while the score of the
language and translation models in an oracle hypothesis are almost always smaller
than that in the corresponding decoder hypothesis (in more than 95% of the cases
for the language model and 99% for the translation model), the score of the reordering
model in an oracle hypothesis can be higher (in almost 40% of the cases) or much lower
than its score in the corresponding decoder hypothesis.

All these observations highlight some of the limits of current PBSMT systems. Cur-
rent reordering models seem to be particularly flawed, as they are not able to distin-
guish oracle hypotheses from decoder hypotheses, which means that the scores they
provide are only poorly related to the actual translation quality. Translation and lan-
guage models seem to play a primary role in the choice of the best hypotheses as their
score is always larger in the decoder hypotheses. Their importance is probably overes-
timated, and their reliability should also be questioned. This is especially true for the
translation model, since we sometimes find good oracle hypotheses having a rather
poor translation model score.

7.2. Assessing the Impact of Search Parameters
To reduce the overall complexity of decoding, the search space is typically pruned
using simple heuristics. For instance, the state-of-the-art phrase-based decoder
Moses [Koehn et al. 2007] considers only a restricted number of translations for each
source phrase and enforces a strict distortion limit which controls the span of possible
reorderings. Oracle decoding offers a new way to evaluate the impact of this pruning.13

Tables VI and VII show, for two translation directions (French to English and En-
glish to German), the impact of Moses’s distortion limit parameter (-dl) on the decoder
score, on the oracle score of the PB oracle decoder and on the lattice size.14 Surpris-
ingly enough, for the two translation directions considered, increasing the distortion
limit reduces the lattices size. A possible explanation is that with a higher distortion
limit, reordering scores become more discriminant and, consequently, more hypotheses
can be pruned. Another rather counter-intuitive observation is that the distortion limit
has only a very small impact on both the decoder and oracle quality: even for language
pair requiring long reorderings, such as in the German to English task, increasing the
distortion improves the decoder score by less than 1 BLEU point at best and monotone
decoding is only marginally worse.

13[Wisniewski et al. 2010] and [Wisniewski and Yvon 2013] have already evaluated the oracle performance
of phrase-based systems when their search space is not pruned.
14The distortion limit is changed only during the production of the test lattice and not during training.
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Table VII. Influence of the Moses distortion limit parameter on the oracle quality (Ger-
man → English)

distortion limit avg. number of arcs (×103) BLEU decoder BLEU oracle

0 (monotone) 82.2 20.91 42.28
1 (swap) 82.2 20.91 42.28

2 70.3 21.02 43.96
3 49.5 21.32 45.14
4 36.5 21.57 45.57
5 28.6 21.86 45.35

6 (default) 18.9 21.85 44.69
7 15.9 21.85 43.93
8 13.8 21.80 42.99
9 12.3 21.76 42.09

10 8.8 21.63 41.02
unlimited 8.1 19.87 35.08

Another pruning parameter is the threshold for beam pruning that controls the num-
ber of hypotheses kept in each stack during decoding [Koehn 2010]: hypotheses whose
score is worse than the best in a stack by this factor are dropped. The impact of this
parameter for Moses’s lattices in the French to English task is described Table VIII. In
this experiment, the oracle hypotheses have been obtained by the LB-2g decoder using
the values of p and r described in Table II.

As expected, the threshold for beam pruning has a huge impact on the lattice size
and consequently on the oracle BLEU score: reducing the beam threshold to 0.2 (recall
that in all experiments presented so far, the beam threshold was set to 0.5) results in
a 10 BLEU points increase and in lattices with ten times more edges. However, further
reducing the beam hardly changes the quality of oracle hypotheses while the lattice
size continues to grow quickly, making oracle decoding slower and slower. Using the
default value of the beam threshold (10−5) results in lattices that are so large that
oracle decoding becomes impractical. Results presented in Table VIII also show that
beam threshold has almost no impact on 1-gram precision and only hurts higher order
n-gram precisions, suggesting that the oracle hypotheses found for the different values
of the beam threshold differ only in their word order. It therefore appears that the main
effect of using a larger beam during decoding is to increase the number of reorderings
explored by Moses and not the number of translation hypotheses considered for each
source phrase. In comparison, pruning15 hardly impacts the quality of N-code lattices:
in the configuration used in our experiments, the lattices contain 3, 612, 454 edges16

and the oracle BLEU score is 47.71; reducing pruning by a factor of 3 results in lattices
containing 23, 360, 698 edges and in a oracle BLEU score of 50.48.

7.3. Evolution of Oracle Scores during MERT Training
Until now, only ‘final’ lattices, produced by fully trained systems, have been considered.
The scoring function used by these systems to select the best translation hypothesis
results from a computationally intensive training procedure like MERT [Och 2003] or
MIRA [Chiang et al. 2008] that requires to iteratively translate the complete training
set. In this section, we study the impact of parameter training on oracle decoding:
rather than looking only at lattices generated with optimal parameter values, we also
consider lattices generated at different steps of the training process.

15In practice, N-code uses a histogram pruning strategy, in which only the n best hypotheses in a stack
are kept. The beam value is therefore not directly comparable to Moses’s which, as previously described,
implements a threshold pruning strategy.
16The number of edges is accumulated over the whole dataset.
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Table VIII. Impact of the Moses’s beam threshold value on the LB-2g or-
acle decoder’s performance (French → English); the number of edges is
accumulated over the whole corpus

beam threshold # edges oracle BLEU n-gram precisions

0.001 62,555,362 52.77 76.2/60.4/46.3/36.4
0.01 62,394,971 52.78 76.3/60.4/46.3/36.4
0.1 49,127,382 53.18 76.9/60.8/46.7/36.7
0.2 33,347,219 53.14 77.5/60.7/46.5/36.5
0.3 17,673,431 51.32 77.3/59.3/44.9/34.8
0.4 7,586,123 47.92 76.4/56.8/42.0/31.8
0.5 3,154,311 43.82 74.5/52.9/37.9/28.0

Table IX. Evolution of (corpus) 4-BLEU scores during MERT
training for the French to English pair

MERT iteration decoder ILP oracle LB-2g oracle

1 24.28 – 43.40
2 24.90 42.01 44.01
3 27.47 43.73 45.90
4 27.63 43.08 45.67
5 27.63 43.06 45.68

Table X. Evolution of (corpus) 4-BLEU scores during MERT train-
ing for the German to English pair

MERT iteration decoder ILP oracle LB-2g oracle

1 17.14 27.91 27.84
2 19.20 28.59 30.50
3 20.23 31.15 31.03
4 20.46 30.35 31.28
5 20.54 30.06 31.12
6 20.72 30.40 31.21
7 20.72 30.39 31.22
8 20.72 30.39 31.22
9 20.73 30.40 31.22

Tables IX and X report the 4-BLEU scores achieved by N-code and two oracle de-
coders for the French to English and German to English tasks across iterations of
the training process (calculated on the WMT’09 dev data). Similarly to most state-
of-the-art systems, N-code relies on the MERT procedure: starting with well-chosen
initial weights, the decoder is used to generate n-best lists for each training sentences;
weights are then updated so as to find the best (corpus) BLEU score achievable for this
set of n-best lists; these two steps are repeated until convergence.

It appears that from the very beginning, very good oracle translations are present in
the search space of the decoder and that the quality of the search space, as evaluated
by the quality of the best hypothesis it contains, improves only slightly in the course
of training. This observation can be of practical importance for machine learning algo-
rithms, as it suggests that there might be no need to regenerate lattices between pa-
rameter updates, dispensing with repetitive and expensive calls to the decoder. Similar
arguments have already been made to justify the use of MERT on lattices [Macherey
et al. 2008].

8. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have performed a systematic comparison of various ways to compute
oracle hypotheses in word lattices for phrase-based MT systems. In particular, we have
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proposed two original methods for finding such oracle translations, based, respectively,
on finite-state automata and on Integer Linear Programming techniques. We have
also proposed a variant of the latter approach based on Lagrangian relaxation, that
dispenses with using a third-party ILP solver. These new oracle decoders rely on better
approximations of BLEU than was previously done, taking the corpus-based nature of
BLEU or clipping constraints into account. Experiments considering several decoders
and translation directions show that the proposed oracles improve over the existing
ones in terms of translation quality.17

Our experiments also demonstrate how oracle decoding can be used for understand-
ing the limits of current PBSMT systems. For instance, we have presented evidence
that current reordering models are at pain to discriminate good translation hypotheses
from bad ones and that they only have a small impact on translation quality. Transla-
tion and language models, on the contrary, seem to have a crucial influence but fail as
well to correctly score hypotheses according to their quality. Overall, our results high-
light the scoring problems that plague existing decoders: for most input sentences,
very good hypotheses are present in the search space, but are poorly evaluated by a
linear combination of standard feature functions. It is important to realize that these
observations do not necessarily imply that using high-BLEU oracle hypotheses instead
of references will actually help training: as discussed in [Chiang 2012], these so-called
pseudo-references also need to have good model scores to ensure a smooth convergence
of learning algorithms. Finally, oracle hypotheses can only be helpful if their features
can be shown to decompose consistently throughout the corpus, so that a set of weights
that would uniformly give a high score to all pseudo-references can be found. Fur-
ther analyses and experiments are thus required to get a better understanding of the
potential impact of using oracle hypotheses as pseudo-references in training. Our ob-
servation that the search space often contains many good hypotheses to choose from
suggests that learners actually have additional degrees of freedom during training;
this provides us with some hope that better pseudo-references can finally turn into
better learning.

The oracles introduced in this work can be extended in several ways. A possible ex-
tension would be to take several references into account. This can be done, for instance,
for the LB-oracles by replacing the definition of the indicator function δu(r) (in Equa-
tion (12)) to fire whenever the n-gram u is found in at least one of the references in case
there are several of them. Our experiments have shown that using a sentence-level
2-BLEU approximations allows to find very good oracle translations, provided the right
choice of hyper-parameters. This suggests that the proposed methods can be extended
straightforwardly to oracle decoding for hyper-graphs [Li and Khudanpur 2009]. An-
other extension would be to consider other metrics such as Meteor [Denkowski and
Lavie 2011] or TERplus [Snover et al. 2009] that rely on fuzzy unigram matchings
between the hypothesis and a reference. Rewarding fuzzy matchings is easily done in
our framework; however, taking into account global factors such as the fragmentation
in Meteor, raises new computational challenges and demands new approximations.

Our work also opens new perspectives for discriminative training of large scale PB-
SMT systems: weight updates in discriminative methods are made towards the best
achievable translation that, for computational reasons, has, until now, always been
computed on n-best lists [Liang et al. 2006; Arun and Koehn 2007]. This work shows
that this approximation can be avoided and the ‘true’ oracle translation be used to
compute the update, such as advocated by [Chiang 2012].

17At least when quality is loosely measured with automatic metrics such as 4-BLEU.
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